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1. Introduction. All functions that we consider below are real valued functions 
defined on (0, oo), and are non-negative. Suppose (p(u) is an absolutely continuous 
and increasing function for 0 < м < oo. Observe (p'{u) exists almost everywhere 
in (0, oo) and is > 0. We use the notation M{u) # (p(u) to mean that ''M{u) is a convex 
function with respect to (р{иУ' in (0, oo). Using the classical definition of convexity, 
it can be proved that (see p. 73, (4), [1]) 
(A) M{u) # (p{u) in (0, oo) <^ M{u2) = M(wi) + n{x) d(p{x), 
where м ,̂ W2 e (0, 00), U2 > u^ monotonically increasing and the integral is taken in 
the Lebesgue sense. An important consequence of (A) is that lim (M(w)/(p(w)) -^ 00 
as M -^ 00. But log M(u)l(p(u) may or may not tend to 00 (take/i(z) = exp (exp (z)), 
/2(2) = exp (z), z = re'^; M{r) == log Mi{r), (p{r) = log r where Mi{r) = sup \fi{z)\) 
\z\=r 
and even more, the limit of this function may not even exist (see for instance Example 
1, [6] and take (р((т) = er, М(<т) = log fi(a)). We therefore naturally think of defining 
(B) i a l o g M ( u y ^ ^ . о ^ в ^ Л ^ о о . 
M->oo (p{u) в 
In this note we introduce another function in terms of М(м) and (p{u) and characterizes 
its all important properties similar to (A), (B) and its asympotic relation with M(u). 
These results are collected in the form of lemmas which together yield a number of 
interesting results as particular cases in the theory of entire functions (§ 3 where we 
merely sketch the appUcations and details are left to the reader). 
2. A new dependent convex function. To get our results precisely, let us introduce 
a function N : R ^ R, R = [u : 0 < и < oo}, by the following equality 
(C) exp {N{u) + к (p{u)) = exp (M(x) + к (p{x)) (p'{x) dx , 0 < к 
*) This work was supported by the National Research Council of Canada. 
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< 00 , 
where /с is a constant. Then the following results hold between M(u) and N(u), all 
being collected in the form of six lemmas. 
Lemma 1. exp (М(м) + к (p{u)) # exp {N{u) + к (p{u)) in (0, oo). 
Proof. We have 
d exp (M(W) + к (p{u)) _ d exp (М(м) + к (p{u)) __ 
d exp {N{U) + к (p{u)) exp (М{и) + к (p{u)) d(p{u) 
d(p(u) 
say. Hence 
exp {M(U) + к (p{u)) = exp (M(a) + к ф(а)) + p(u) d exp {N{u) + к (p{u)), a > 0 
=> by (A), exp (M(w) + к (p(u)) # exp {N{u) + /c ^(w)) . 
Lemma 2. T/zfs Ï5, iV(w) # (p{u) in {UQ, OO), for some large UQ. 
Proof. We have 
exp {N{u) + к (p{u)) {dN{u) + к й(р{и)) = exp (M(W) + к (p{u)) d(p{u) . 
Hence ^ 
dN{u) = exp (M(w) - N{u)) d(p{u) - к d(p{u) . 
But by Lemma 1, exp (M(w) - iV(w)) is monotonically increasing and as к is 
already a fixed number, we can choose an UQ in (0, oo), such that exp (М(м) — 
-- N{uy) — к is monotonically increasing in (UQ, OO). Consequently, if we write 
exp (M(W) - N{uy) — /c as r(u), then r{u) is monotonically increasing in (WQ, OO), 
and the result follows from (A). 
Lemma 3. Let 
log M(u) A 
hm -—y-~-^ = ~ ; 
M-oo (p{u) В 
Then 
log N(u) A 
lim — y - v - - = - . 
u-^oo (p{u) В 
Proof. From that the fact that M(W) # ^(w), it follows that M{u2) ^ M(MI) for 
«2 > Wj, and so i 
Г 1 




(D) N{u) ^ (1 + o(l)) M{u) , as M{u) -> oo with и 
Further, if В > и > 0, then 
exp {N(8) + к (p{S)) g exp (Af (x) + к (p{x)) d(p{x) ^ 
g exp {M{u)) . J (exp (/c r/)(ö)) - exp {k (p{u))} 
or, 
N{S) ^ M(w) + log [1 - exp {k{(p{u) - ф))}] " log к . 
Now choose S- > и such that (p(&) ~ (p{u) -> L as м ~-> со, then for ail w g WQ 
(E) 
InequaUties (D) and (E) furnish the proof. 
Lemma 4. / / 
then 
log M(u) A Inn —^—-̂ -̂̂  = — 
u-*a) <P(M) В 
Proof. This is similar to the proof of lemma 3 and so omitted. 
Lemmas 3 and 4 suggest that there is something common in M{u) and N(u) which 
give rise to the same hmits Ä& B. One might expect a pair (M(w), N(u)^ which will 
give the limits A and B. This expectation is accorded by 
Lemma 5. Let 
then 
(F) 
Ц- log M{u) _ A . 
<P(M) В 
lim exp ЯМ(к) - iV(w)) 
<p(w)j e" 
Proof. It follows from the representation of N{u) that 
N(u) + fc (p{u) = 0(1) + exp {M(x) - iV(x:)} d^(x) ^ 0 ( l ) 4- (^ + e)̂ ^̂ ^ d<p(x) , 
Juo Juo 
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where L is the limit superior in (F). Now N(u) # (p(u) and so (p{u) = o(N(u)) and 
hence for all large u, 
(1 + 0{l))N{u) ^ (1 + o ( i ) ) ^ ^ P i ^ ^ ? i ' ^ ^ 
log (L + s) 
and using Lemma 3, we obtain L ^ e"^. Let now S > и > 0, such that (p(^9) — (p(w) -^ 
- - > C ^ O a s w - > o o . Now 
N{S) + к (p{3) ^ I exp {M{x) - N{x)} d(p{x) ^ (L - e)" (^(5) - (p{u)), 
for a sequence of w -> oo. Hence, as before L^ e^ and this combined with a similar 
reverse inequality proves the first part of the lemma. The other part similarly follows. 
From various results proved above for M{u) and iV(w), it roughly appears that 
these two functions behave in a similar manner for large values of w, but what we can 
say about this question is contained in the following 
Lemma 6. Let A stand as in lemma 3 and suppose further that A < сю, then 
N{u) ^ M{u), и -^ oo. 
Proof. From (1) it follows that lim iV(w)/M(w) ^ 1 and we now therefore prove 
и-»оо 
a reverse inequality of this limit. Let therefore S > и ^ UQ. Then from the representa­
tion of N(S) in terms of N(u), we obtain 
N{S) + к (p{9) й N{u) + к (p{u) + exp (М(^) - N{S)) {(p{S) - (p{u)) S 
й N{u) + к ф) + (ф) - (р{и)) е(̂ + )̂'̂ <^>, 
by Lemma 5. Choose i9, such that 
cp{B) ~ (p{u) = e-(^+^>^<">, 
then 
N{S) + к (p{S) й N{u) + к (p{u) + exp {{A + e) (ф) - ф))} = 
= N{u) + к ф) + exp [[A + e) exp {-{A 4- e) ф))] . 
But from (C) it is easily seen that for any S > и 
exp (M(.9) ~ к Ф)) ^ ^^P (M^)) i^xp (^ ф^^ _ exp (k Ф))} , 
К 
and this inequality when combined with the preceding one and using the value of 
(p(9) — (p{u) once again, gives Hm M(w)/iV(w) ^ 1 and the result follows, 
M-+00 
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3. Applications. The above lemmas are extremely useful in proving certain results 
on various mean values in the theory of entire functions represented by Dirichlet 
and Taylor series. Consider first of all Dirichlet entire series, and suppose log Ä{a) = 
= М{а), log Mj^{a) = log N{a) and (р((т) = a where A{o) and M^o) are mean values 
as introduced in [4]. One then finds that many of the results of [4] and [5] are simple 
consequences of the lemmas of this note. Similarly, if log M If) = M(r), log M^^}J(r) = 
= log N(r) and (p(r) = log r where М^{г) and Mgj,(r) are mean values of an entire 
Taylor series over |Z| = r, and |Z| ^ r (for these definitions and results depending 
on them, see [2], [3]), then a number of results, say for instance Th. 1 of [3] and, (ix) 
and (x) of [2] are easy consequences of lemmas 1 through 6. After going through 
these details cited above, one is inchned to think that these lemmas simultaneously 
give a number of results, as simple corollaries, in the theory of entire functions 
represented by Dirichlet and Taylor series and this is indeed an attractive feature of 
these results. 
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